
VESA
Assembly Instructions

Follow these instructions for 
the successful assembly of your 
Bouncepad VESA.
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Faceplate Case

VESA Mount

VESA - In the Box0
Tools if 
mounting to 
a VESA arm

0B

Position & mark the mounting surface 
on which the Bouncepad VESA is to 
be located. Ensure the VESA is level.

1A
Drill the fixing holes in your surface. 
Refer to your chosen fixings for the 
appropriate hole depth & diameter.

2A Secure the Bouncepad VESA mount to 
the mounting surface.3A

Attach the Bouncepad Case to the 
Mounting Arm. Take care to ensure 
correct & full thread engagement.

4A
Install the Tablet Setup Kit. Each 
kit is specific per tablet device and 
Bouncepad Case.

5A

Tools if mounting to a 
surface0A

Socket
DriverDrill

Drillbit

Ø 4.0mm
If fixing from behind:

Ø Determined by 
your chosen fixings.

If fixing from front:

*fixings to mounting surface not provided

Socket
Driver

*M4 fixings to VESA arm 
not provided

T20 Driverbit

M4 Button-head screw

M4 Split Washer

Case Washer

4x Corner Pieces1x Cable Clip

4x Tablet Supports

Feed the tablet cable through the 
Case. Connect it to its power supply. 
Install your tablet into the case.

6A



Feed the tablet cable through the 
Case. Connect it to its power supply. 
Install your tablet into the case.

4B

Locate and lock the Faceplate onto 
the Bouncepad Case. We recommend 
recording the Bouncepad key number

8A

Locate & lock the Faceplate onto the 
Bouncepad Case. We recommend 
recording the Bouncepad key number.

5B

Secure the Bouncepad VESA mount to 
VESA mounting bracket1B

* Bouncepad VESA to third party VESA mount fixings 
not provided. Image shown for illustrative purposes & 
may bare zero resemblance to fixings specified for your 
VESA mount. Refer to specifications provided by the 
third party VESA mount for the recommended fixings.

*Bouncepad VESA mount is compatible with 75x75mm 
and 100x100mm VESA mounting configurations.

* we recommend holding the Tablet within the 
Bouncepad Case during application and removal of the 
Faceplate.

* we recommend holding the Tablet within the 
Bouncepad Case during application and removal of the 
Faceplate.

T20 Driverbit

M4 Button-head screw

M4 Split Washer

Case Washer

2B
Attach the Bouncepad Case to the 
Mounting Arm. Take care to ensure 
correct & full thread engagement.

3B
Install the Tablet Setup Kit. Each 
kit is specific per tablet device and 
Bouncepad Case.

4x Corner Pieces1x Cable Clip

4x Tablet Supports


